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TOPIC OVERVIEW	
 LESSON PLAN OUTLINE	

As we are teachers of two different subjects, we felt it 
would be a good idea to find the cross-curricular links 
between Business Studies and English in order to give 
students a more complete and holistic learning 
experience. In this we found the areas of letter writing 
and job application to be the strongest areas wherein 
our subjects overlap and so we designed a lesson which 
would treat the students the experience of our mixed 
expertise in this area. Charmaine would focus on the 
grammatical correctness and layout of the C.V while 
Rachel would explain the necessity for having a C.V. from 
a business perspective. 	


GROUP ACTIVITY	

Students engage in a group activity where they create their own 
personal C.V.’s using a template sheet. A sample C.V. is distributed as 
a guide and teachers circulate the class to ensure students are happy 
and on task. 	


RESOURCES	

•  C.V. Template for Group Work x 30 	

•  Sample C.V. x 30	


LEARNING OUTCOMES	

1. Explain what a curriculum���
         vitae is 	

2. Suggest why a curriculum���
        vitae is necessary to get a job 	

3.  List the types of information���
         included on a CV	

4.   Write a Curriculum Vitae using���
         a template	


STUDENT FEEDBACK	


HOW DID IT GO?	

(EVALUATE)	


Lesson went well over all. Students 
enjoyed participating in the lesson and all 
worked well on the day. Learning 
outcomes were met and the lesson 
seemed to run more smoothly with 
bother teachers working together. There 
was an improvement in co-operation and 
engagement among the students and the 
class room environment was relaxed and 
productive as the teachers could help 
each other with the t iming and 
management of the lesson. Students 
expressed a desire to experience this 
style of teaching again in the future. A very 
enjoyable experience. 	


1.  Teachers explain what a C.V. is and discuss it in   ���
        terms of the different subjects. 	

2.    Rachel discusses why is it important to have a C.V. ���
        when seeking a Job. 	

3.   Charmaine discusses the layout and structure of a���
        CV. and the type of language used. 	

4.   Students engage in a group workshop where they���
        write C.V.’s using a template and a sample C.V as a���
        guide. Teachers circulate the class and facilitate the���
        learning.  Workshop. 	

5.    Students give their response to this type of teaching���
        and provide exit cards with comments. 	


‘Really fun’    ‘can we do this again? J’	

     ‘every one listened’     ‘it was different’	



